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Hide Overview

Hello,

This page was created to help eliminate a potential source of confusion. A few products in the V21 catalog have an Item # that is different than the one
displayed online even though the products are identical. The following table details all  of these instances. You can use the hyperlinks below to go to the item
on our website (online Item #) or simply order the items using the catalog item numbers by purchasing them from this page.

I am determined to try and minimize any inconvenience that having multiple part numbers for the same item may cause you. Please don't hesitate to contact
me if I  can help in any way.

Item Description V21 Catalog Item # Website Item #

Ø1/2" Linear Polarizer with N-BK7 Protective Windows (400 - 700 nm) LPV05-A LPVISE050-A

Ø1" Linear Polarizer with N-BK7 Protective Windows (400 - 700 nm) LPV1-A LPVISE100-A

Ø2" Linear Polarizer with N-BK7 Protective Windows (400 - 700 nm) LPV2-A LPVISE200-A

2" x 2" Linear Polarizer Sheet LPV2X2 LPVISE2X2

Angled Forceps FCPAN FCPA

Internal SM05 (0.535"-40) to External SM1 (1.035"-40) Thread Adapter SM1A6TK SM1A6T

Sincerely,

Tyler Morgus
technicalmarketing@thorlabs.com
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Text Box
FCPAN - February 3, 2015Item # FCPAN was discontinued on February 3, 2015. For informational purposes, this is a copy of the website content at that time and is valid only for the stated product.
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Hide Angled Forceps

Angled Forceps

Fabricated from Solid Stainless Steel
Locking Grip
Ideal for use with Lens Tissue Paper for Optics Cleaning

Identical to the FCPA

Thorlabs offers stainless steel forceps that are equipped with narrow
tips for holding small objects. The locking grip on the forceps can be
used to keep the tips in a closed position. When cleaning mounted
optics it is often useful to use a pair of forceps to hold a carefully folded
piece of lens tissue paper to wipe the optic instead of using the drop
and drag method of cleaning optics.

Part Number Description Price Availability

FCPAN Angled Forceps, Solid Stainless Steel $18.70 3-5 Days

Hide SM1 to SM05 Threaded Adapter

SM1 to SM05 Threaded Adapter

Internal SM05 (0.535"-40) Threading
External SM1 (1.035"-40) Threading
0.40" (10.2 mm) Thick
Identical to the SM1A6T

The SM1A6TK is a 0.40" (9.7 mm) thick adapter that includes two SM05RR retaining rings. The retaining rings can be used to hold a Ø1/2" optic up to 0.27" (6.4
mm) thick in the adapter. We recommend using the SPW603 and SPW909 spanner wrenches to tighten the SM05RR retaining rings and SM1A6TK, respectively;
the SPW801 adjustable spanner wrench can also be used.

Part Number Description Price Availability

SM1A6TK Adapter with External SM1 Threads and Internal SM05 Threads, 0.40" $19.75 3-5 Days

Identical to the FCPA

Thorlabs offers stainless steel forceps that are equipped with narrow
tips for holding small objects. The locking grip on the forceps can be
used to keep the tips in a closed position. When cleaning mounted
optics it is often useful to use a pair of forceps to hold a carefully folded
piece of lens tissue paper to wipe the optic instead of using the drop
and drag method of cleaning optics.

Part Number Description Price Availability

FCPAN Angled Forceps, Solid Stainless Steel $18.70 3-5 Days

Identical to the FCPA

Thorlabs offers stainless steel forceps that are equipped with narrow
tips for holding small objects. The locking grip on the forceps can be
used to keep the tips in a closed position. When cleaning mounted
optics it is often useful to use a pair of forceps to hold a carefully folded
piece of lens tissue paper to wipe the optic instead of using the drop
and drag method of cleaning optics.

Part Number Description Price Availability

FCPAN Angled Forceps, Solid Stainless Steel $18.70 3-5 Days

Ideal for use with Lens Tissue Paper for Optics Cleaning

Visit the V21 Catalog Products page for pricing and availability information:
http://www.thorlabs.com/newgrouppage9.cfm?objectgroup_id=5569
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